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Résumé

Applicable pour un courant moyen élevé, l'accélérateur
linéaire de protons à énergie intermédiaire peut être employé pour
la surrégénération électrique du combustible destiné aux centrales
électronucléaires. On commente le rôle possible du surrégénërateur
par spallation dans le contexte d'une économie électronucléaire
canadienne 3 la lumière des autres sources de combustible nucléaire.
La production de matériaux fissiles par le procédé de spaliation
sur une cible contenant des éléments actinides semble souhaitable
et faisable tant du point de vue technique qu'économique. Les
travaux de développement actuellement effectués au Canada et
certains des probl;emes majeurs sont passés en revue.
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ABSTRACT

A possible application for a high mean current,

intermediate-energy proton linear accelerator is the

"electrical breeding" of fuel for nuclear electrical power

stations. The possible role of the spallation breeder in

the context of a Canadian nuclear power economy and its

relationship to nuclear fuel resources are discussed. The

production of fissile material using the spallation process

in a target containing actinide elements appears desirable

and feasible from engineering and economic considerations.

Current development work in Canada and some of the

outstanding problems are discussed.
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Summary

This paper discusses the role high-intensity

accelerators could play in assuring the world a long-term

energy supply at acceptable cost from fission of the heavy

elements. "Spallation Breeding" of fissile fuels, is dis-

cussed briefly in a world context and in relation to the

present Canadian nuclear power program. Objective performance

specifications for the necessary proton accelerator are given

and cost estimates for the bred fuel are derived to show the

relative importance of the various components of the system.

An outline accelerator design is given and some of its

technological problems are discussed.

Nuclear Power and Fuel Supply

The world's resources of fissionable elements,

uranium and thorium, recoverable at acceptable cost, are

sufficient to meet foreseeable energy needs for many

centuries . To assure a secure energy future all of the fuel

must be burnt in one or more of the so-called breeding fuel

cycles as exemplified in a Fast Breeder Reactor using the

238 239
U- Pu fuel cycle. Thorium can also be burned by using
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a Th- U fuel cycle ' . These cycles rely on converting

238 232

fertile isotopes U and Th to corresponding fissile

isotopes by capture of surplus neutrons not needed to main-

tain the chain reaction. In the energetic neutron spectrum

of a fast reactor more than one surplus neutron per fission

is generally available and consequently, fissile fuel supply

can be replenished more rapidly than it is burned - the

reactor is said to "breed". This surplus fuel is important

because it enables additional power reactors to be added to

the energy system - it provides the "inventory" to start

these reactors and to overcome the inevitable hold-up in

the fuel recycle process.

A stock of fissile material is necessary for the

initial inventory of a Fast Breeder Reactor. Natural uranium
*

235can be mined and fissile U can be separated from it or it
239

can be converted to Pu in thermal "converter" reactors.

Unfortunately the world's uranium supply at acceptable cost

for initial inventory purposes is limited, perhaps a few

million tonnes. Its availability during the next 50 years

will be crucial if nuclear energy is to replace exhausted

petroleum supplies because even the most optimistic do not

foresee the present generation of Fast Breeder Reactors

being developed for commercial application as capable of

providing inventory for the estimated expansion rate.



The heavy-water moderated thermal reactor as
A

typified by the well-proven CANDU (Canada Deuterium

Uranium) system is a "near-breeder" because it uses surplus

neutrons efficiently. Advanced fuel cycle studies ' ' for

CANDU reactors have shown that development of a new reactor

design is unnecessary. Presently the CANDU system, which

has reached industrial maturity/ operates on a once-through

natural-uranium fuel cycle burning ^ 1% of the heavy element

content. If spent fuel is processed after a moderate burn up

to remove fission product poisons and refabricated, it can
232 233

be operated on a Th- U fuel cycle which is self sustaining;

longer residence time in the reactor requires supplemental

make-up of fissile material to maintain operation.

Figure 1 illustrates the consequences of a limited

uranium supply. To exploit our uranium supply, presently

thought to be 3 x 10 tonnes assured in Canada, the figure

shows how plutonium extracted from spent uranium fuel can be

used to start up new reactors fueled on more plentiful thorium.

For the self-sustaining case, a fuel residence time of not

much greater than a year is needed; to obtain an appreciable

breeding gain however is not feasible. Thus the nuclear

energy supply capacity can only be built up to a fixed limit,

in this case about 200 GWe capacity (if more uranium is

discovered the limit increases), which can be maintained for

many centuries but is of inadequate capacity for long-term needs.



An accelerator-based Spallation Breeder provides

an option for increasing nuclear capacity; such a

device could provide fissile inventory generated either from

depleted uranium or thorium stocks allowing increased thorium

fueled reactor capacity to be built. A subsidiary purpose

could be to support a non-self-sustaining fuel cycle, should

increased capacity not be needed, if the net power cost were

reduced.

Interest is also growing in possible application of

the Spallation Breeder to more diversion-proof fuel cycles.

Its potential for substantially increasing energy available

from existing uranium supplies without reprocessing, or by

using "denatured" fuel cycles, is being studied by several
o

laboratories .

The availability of fissile material from

natural uranium may place serious limitations on the long-

term growth and sustained yield of nuclear power. The

ability of the accelerator-based Spallation Breeder to

stretch uranium resources and provide fissile inventory may

be the determinant factor in its deployment.

Spallation Breeding

Neutrons can be considered the essential ingredient

in both establishing and maintaining a nuclear power system

235
based on heavy-element fission. u may be considered a

neutron source that can be acquired by mining natural uranium



235
and separating the ' U. Two energetically plausible

alternatives for the production of neutrons are:

a) a DD- or DT-fueled fusion system not

necessarily achieving energy breakeven

and b) accelerator-based production via the

spallation process.

At present the latter seems the only one sufficiently i_ ,e

to industrial practicability and is the subject of this paper;
9

fusion-fission systems have been discussed elsewhere .

The idea of "breeding" fissile material using high

power accelerators and the spallation process is not new.

In 1948, Goeckerman and Perlman observed that fission of

bismuth by bombardment with 190 MeV deuterons was accompanied

by the evaporation of 12 neutrons. O'Connor and Seaborg

later the same year observed a similar phenomenon with

uranium bombarded by 380 MeV a particles. The copious

accelerator-based neutron production from the spallation

reaction began to be exploited soon afterwards in the MTA

program at the Livermore Radiation Laboratory in the USA

239 233
with the objective of producing Pu and U in commercially

useful quantities. The project was stopped in 1952 not

because it was unpromising but by the discovery of high-grade

uranium ores in the Colorado plateau. About the same time

W.B. Lewis , at the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories in

Canada, independently recognized the significance of the

large neutron yield from heavy elements excited to high



energies in the breeding of fissile material, especially

from Th. This led to a Canadian experimental study of

neutron yields from a variety of targets using cosmic ray

protons. Our Intense Neutron Generator (ING) study15 was based

on the large spallation neutron yield from lead and bismuth.

In a spallation breeder, a beam of protons or

deuterons bombards a target to produce neutrons which in

238 2 39 232
turn are captured by U to form Pu or by Th to form
233

U. The production rate of neutrons and therefore of

fissile material by capture in the fertile material increases

with bombarding particle energy. It has been estimated

that a 1 GeV proton could produce 50 neutrons and up to 4 GeV

of heat in a sufficiently large target containing an appropriate

uranium assembly including coolant and structural materials.

Figure 2 shows relative neutron capture rates in the
2 38

U component of a natural uranium target 120 cm in diameter

by 90 cm long with the beam incident on an axial indentation

20 cm deep as calculated by Barashenkov et al . The curves

are normalized to unity for protons at 1 GeV. Below 1 GeV,
17 18deuterons give a higher neutron yield per particle ' but

this margin over protons diminishes to about 5% at 2 GeV.
19

Yields for thorium are estimated to be lower

Activation of the accelerating structure and

surrounding components by spilt beam in the low-energy

portion is more severe with deuterons than with protons.



Furthermore, the space-charge limit is about four times

20
higher for protons than for deuterons of the same energy

Because the marginal gain to be had froir deuteron beams is

offset by increased structure activation and by a lower

space-charge limit, protons of between 1 and 2 GeV are

preferred for the spallation breeder.

Nearly every neutron produced yields ons fissile

atom; thus 300 mA of 1 GeV protons on uranium could yield

^ 1 tonne/year of fissile material - sufficient to provide

fuel inventory for 'v 0.25 GWe/year of increased capacity or

topping enrichment for ^ 10 GWe of reactors with a conversion

ratio of 0.93. One accelerator would supply fuel for a

substantial electrical utility network.

Because the system will need little or no external

energy supply it will produce one gram of fissile material

for about 1.3 grams of fertile material consumed. By

contrast, a uranium separation plant or a converter reactor

would use ^ 200 g per gram of fissile material produced.

For the remainder of this paper we consider an

accelerator-target system with 300 MW proton beam power and

self sustaining in energy as a suitable design objective.

Accelerator Choice

Parametric studies discussed later have shown that

spallation breeding costs become asymptotic for installations



in which the fissile production rate exceeds 3 kg/d. Cal-

culations, supported by experiments predict that a 300 mA

average, 1 GeV proton beam directed at a large natural

239

uranium targ.t will produce Pu at the required rate.

Pulsed acceleration schemes such as the linear

induction accelerator or synchrotron and some varieties of

collective-effect accelerators are unlikely to be used

unless they can produce high peak currents at high repetition

rates. A sector-focused cyclotron with continuous injection

from a 50 MeV proton linac has been proposed by the Dubna
22

group; in a recent monograph, Banchev et al proposed a

large separated-magnet 8-sector cyclotron to produce a cir-

culating beam of 100 mA at 900 MeV. Beam spill in the

cyclotron would lead to more serious activation problems

than an equivalent spill rate distributed along a long linac.

Thus it may be difficult to limit radiation fields close to

a cyclotron to a level allowing occasional access for

maintenance without elaborate, portable shielding and/or

remote handling. Other potential cyclotron problems that

need investigation are the effect on beam behaviour of the

heavy beam loading i^ the resonant accelerating cavities and

the high concentration of radiofrequency power.

A superconducting linear accelerator with small

structure power dissipation offers no advantage and many

disadvantages when rf power requirements are dominated by



the beam power. The modern room-temperature

high shunt-impedance linear accelerator listed in Table 1

is a sufficiently well developed technology that can provide

a practical engineering solution within the time scale

needed, ^ 30 years.

Table 1

Accelerator Characteristics for a Spallation Breeder

Particle

Energy

Beam Power

Duty Factor

Capacity Factor

Radiation Field from

Protons

1 - 2 GeV

> 300 MW

100%

^ 90%

< 100 mrem/h

Figure 3 shows a schematic of a possible concept for the

accelerator breeder system, by no means an optimized design.

A relatively low energy injector feeds an alternating-phase

focusing section. This is followed by an Alvarez drift tube

section and a coupled cavity standing wave section.

Economics

Cost estimates are uncertain because of the limited

development of the necessary technology, lack of detailed

target design concepts and unstable and differing financial

conditions. However an attempt will be made to demonstrate
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that the economic prospects for accelerator breeding are not

unreasonable. The system is considered in four major parts

and costs are given in 1980 $'s.

(a) Target-Electrical Generating System

The target would, in all probability, resemble some

type of fast reactor; minimum amounts of low-Z material are

necessary to maximize product yield. The ^ 1400 MW thermal

power r aerated in the target is sufficiently large and of

sufficiently high grade, that it would be economical to

recover it as electrical power and would be sufficient to

operate the accelerator (not a necessary condition but

within technological reach). The cost of the target can

to a first approximation be estimated as if it were a reactor,

23
$1000/kWe . Converting thermal power to electricity at

35% efficiency would provide 490 MWe at a capital cost of

about $500 M.

(b) Rf Power

300 MW of rf power is required to provide beam power

and about 50 MW to excite the accelerating structure. A

24
recent cost estimate of a 9 MW cw rf system using 18 klystrons

was «v $500/kW (1975 $'s). Allowing for scale factors,

optimization of dc power supplies and inflation, and using

current estimates, a 350 MW system might cost 'v. $570/kW or

$200 M.
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(c) Accelerating Structure,Shielded Tunnel, etc.

25

From earlier estimates and allowing for improve-

ments in design, the accelerator structure with shielding

and services would cost about $50 M.

(d) Other Items Including Injector and Beam Transport System

Within the uncertainties of estimating the previous

items this is considered negligible-

Allowing an annual interest and depreciation charge

of 10% over a 30 year period on the total $750 M capital

investment and assuming that the operating and maintenance

charges are about 10% of the capital charge rate, the

estimated unit cost of production of fissile material in a

plant with 1 tonne annual capacity is ^ $83/g- The cost of

chemically separating the fissile material (2% enrichment)

from the fuel could raise this figure to $100/g. The relative

contributions to this cost are:

a) Target capital 50%

b) Rf capital 20%

c) Linac capital 5%

d) Operation ana Maintenance 8%

°) Reprocessing 17%

Until accelerator and especially target concepts are

developed further, more accurate cost estimates cannot be

made. But it is clear that target and rf equipment costs

are dominant and that efficient use of ac power and efficient

target designs will be important.
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Accelerator-produced fissile material at $100/g

would be competitive with reprocessing charges of recovering

plutonium from spent CANDU reactor fuel if costs were $300/kg

of heavy element (plutonium content is ^ 0.3%).

Estimates of U enrichment costs published in 1976

indicate a separative work unit cost of $150/kg. At 93% con-

centration and at "0.3% tails" (i.e. 1 kg natural uranium

yields 4 g U), the total cost per fissile gram is given

by 0.22 ($150/kg) + 0.29 ($/kg cost for i\Oa) . Enrichment
•5 o

costs would be competitive to $100/g spallation breeding

when U,0o prices are $230/kg.

While these comparisons are no more than guidelines,

they indicate that accelerator breeding costs may be com-

petitive by the year 2000 - U,0 prices are rising from the
J O

present $92/kg and severe shortages can be foreseen in the

near future.

Accelerator Breeder

Foundations of the necessary accelerator technology

have been laid in the design and construction of the Los

Alamos Meson Physics Facility (800 MeV, 20 mA, 12% duty

27
factor) . That concept provided the basis for the study

which led to the final version of the proposed Intense

Neutron Generator accelerator (1 GeV, 65 mA, 100% duty

factor) in 1967 . In addition pulsed currents of > 300 mA
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for 5 ys have been achieved by the Brookhaven, CERN and Fermilab
Q

synchrotron injectors , and rf power tubes of MW capacity
28 29

have been built and efficiencies of 75% achieved '

Because the accelerator will be designed close to

the space-charge limit, 100% duty factor operation is

essential. Avoiding pulsed operation has other important

advantages including a major effect on the cost of the radio-

frequency supply and simplification of regulating systems.

Current capability, efficiency and costs are not the

only factors that must be considered; reliability and main-

tainability are also important factors in selection of

machine design concepts and parameters discussed below,

(a) Rf Power

As already noted the radiofrequency power supplies

will dominate costs and efficiency of the accelerator. Three

technologies are available: gridded tubes, crossed-field

devices and linear beam devices. While all three are

potentially capable of operating within plausible frequency

and power requirements, our experience, like that at LAMPF,

indicates that the klystron is likely the only satisfactory

device for a multi-tank accelerator. Gridded tubes have low

gain at high frequencies and the rf amplifier chain tends to

be complicated and expensive,costing about $l/watt

Crossed-fxeld devices, operating as amplifiers, have been

capable of operating at high efficiencies and with potential
32

up to 500 kW cw with good efficiencies . However these
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devices have low gain, are difficult to control and have

some unpleasant application problems.

High power cw klystrons with good efficiency have

29 33
been built and operated over a wide frequency range '

Because the gain is high, typically 50 dB, the device can

be driven with cheap low power sources and amplitude and

34
phase control is straightforward . Frequencies between 200

MHz and 3 GHz seem feasible but klystrons would probably

become unmanageably large both in physical size and in rating

at much lower frequencies.

The efficiency of each step in the power cycle - ac

to de, de to rf and rf to beam must be maximized and the

cost minimized. (The ING study showed that ac-to-dc con-

version was optimized in a module size of 18 MW.) Application

of modern accelerator physics and computational techniques

to klystron design should raise efficiencies above 75%. New

devices with high efficiency and controllability such as the

"gyrotron" being developed in the USSR may reduce costs and

increase efficiency.

The allowable beam diameter in the accelerator is

inversely proportional to frequency so that space charge

limitations favour low frequencies. This is exemplified by

recent proposals for CTR*materials testing facilities which

use 50 MHz ; chosen to hold activation caused by beam spill

within acceptable limits. A breeder accelerator would

exploit several design features to reduce effects of beam

•Controlled Thermonuclear Reactor
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spill and allow use of a more economical higher frequency.

These include increasing |he admittance by using a low

injection energy with an alternating phase focusing linac and

improved focusing, and choosing the accelerator material to

reduce activation. A 200-600 MHz operating combination is

probably optimal with the frequency transition occurring

^ 150 MeV.

Currently, a 1 to 2 MW klystron is probably an

economic size. Voekler has proposed the use of an rf mani-

fold to parallel the outputs of several power amplifiers and

to distribute the combined power to several structure modules

or tanks which have low beam loading. This concept is

receiving attention in the PIGMI program at Los Alamos

associated with multiple feeds to a disc and washer

37 38structure ' . For a heavily beam-loaded linac, as proposed

for the spallation breeder, the manifold concept may not be

appropriate because of problems associated with isolating a

failed unit. With an energy gradient of 1.5 MeV/m and a

beam current of 300 mA, the linear energy feed density is

0.45 MW/m - one present-day klystron per metre. With such

a high power density, the fractional energy change caused by

the cailure of a single unit could probably be tolerated by

the accelerator except near the "front end". Figure 3 shows

a design concept based on 2 m long modules each fed by a 1 MW

klystron. This arrangement isolates each module in terms of rf,

making maintenance or replacement of an accelerating module
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and detuning or isolating an accelerating module in the

event of a klystron failure, easier. Fifty-five 1-MW

klystrons are required for the 200 MHz accelerating section

while 295 1<-MW klystrons are required for the 600 MHz

accelerating section. Because of the large number of tubes

involved, an in-house facility would be necessary for manu-

facture and repair of klystrons,

(b) Ion Source and Injector

Low beam spill and high capture efficiency require

a low emittance injector. Emittance control in the dc

accelerating, buncher and injector beam line will present

the major problems. Work has been underway for several

39
years at Chalk River on the development of dc ion sources

40
and accelerating columns. Work at ORNL has shown that

100 mA beams can be obtained reliably but of unknown emittance.

Provided sufficient current can be captured, beam

spill allowable near injection is primarily determined by

heat removal problems. However, use of a multi-cavity

buncher system and possibly a chopper, to remove uncaptured

beam, may be desirable. Beam emittance at a few MeV will

influence beam spill in the higher energy parts of the

41
machine. Emittance "filtration" must not discard too large

a fraction of the current or operation at higher frequencies

will be defeated. A detailed understanding of space-charge

induced emittance growth in the injector, buncher system and
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during initial rf acceleration, which conforms to observed

behaviour, is essential.

(c) Accelerating Structures

The rf frequency of the drift-tube linac should be

20 42
higher than 50 MHz ' , perhaps 150-200 MHz where high

efficiency klystrons can be used and where the frequency

ratio between the drift-tube and coupled-cavity structures

43
can be as low as 3. Recent work at Los Alamos has suggested

that the use of alternating phase focusing should permit an

injector voltage as low as 200 kV and an accelerating

structure frequency of 150 MHz for a steady current of 300 mA.

Two experiments at the Chalk River Nuclear

44 45
Laboratories ' have shown that a 268 MHz drift-tube

structure and a 805 MHz side-coupled structure can be operated

at 100% duty factor rf fields with no difficulty. Sufficient

improvement has been made in heat transfer to permit operation

at 20 times the average structure power density of the LAMPF

structure operated at 6% duty factor. The coupled-cavity

structure has been operated up to 50% beam loading with

34
electrons and rf accelerating fields were controlled to

within 0.2% in amplitude and 1° in phase. A small but finite

beam-induced phase tilt along the structure was observed.

At 90% beam loading, phase tilt would have to be considered

in long structure design.

The choice of accelerating gradient will depend on

relative values for length-dependent costs and incremental
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unit costs for rf power. Improved performance of simpler

46
coupled-cavity standing-wave structures with on-axis couplers

promise reduction in length dependent costs but there will

still be economic pressure to use gradients higher than 1.5

MeV/m. An improved on-axis coupled cavity with a 10% coupling

constant could be used for 2 m modules. Module spacing is

such that quadrupoles can be appropriately located. The disc

and washer structure with its 40% coupling constant shows

promise as an alternative for the coupled-cavity section.

The choice of output energy, current and gradient is

dependent not only on unit costs of accelerator components

but also on neutron yield in the target and on its cost. A

computer optimization code has been used to give results

quickly for different scenarios. Presently the code only

ascribes "global" length dependent costs to the accelerator

but more sophistication to account fcr transitions in

accelerating structure and other cost factors will be added.

Figure 4 illustrates the output for one particular set of

assumptions for different fissile production rates. The

results indicate the advantages of scale and, on the larger

scale, the relative independence of accelerator output energy.

As there will undoubtedly be a cost factor associated with

overcoming space charge effects the optimum energy may move

towards 2 GeV. Also shown as a function of energy is the
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proton beam current required to produce 3 kg/d of fissile

material.

Structure development will continue not only to

improve manufacturing procedures but also to improve beam

dynamics, for example, by the incorporation of electromagnetic

focusing within coupled cavity structures. The PIGMI program36'43

at Los Alamos promises to produce important innovations in

structure design especially suitable for the low-energy section

of the accelerator; such improvements will improve reliability

and operation without affecting overall costs appreciably,

(d) Beam Spill, Reliability and Maintainability

The amount of beam spill that can be tolerated is

determined by two effects, heating and activation. Except

for the first few drift-tube cells, the latter is the most

important consideration. Below a few MeV the nuclear

activation that can be induced by protons can be minimized

by materials choice. Above this energy many radioactive

nuclides can be produced and, as the energy increases,

spallation activation becomes the important factor. To a

first approximation,activation will be proportional to the

power of the spilt beam but it will also depend on the materials

involved - lower mass nuclides are generally least active,

3 4 25

at least during the first 10 -10 hours after irradiation

Brookhaven, CERN and Fermilat have found that with

careful alignment and with extensive use of beam loss monitors

along the injector structure, beam spill after the first few
4

drift tubes can be kept to about 1 part in 10 of the
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accelerated beam. If this spill can be maintained in the

low-energy drift-tube section with 100% duty factor operation

and reduced to 1 part in 10 in the higher-energy coupled-

cavity section, it should be possible to limit radiation

fields near the structure a few hours after a shutdown to

less than 100 mrem/h. This radiation field is low

enough to allow "hands-on" maintenance. Experience at Los

47Alamos has shown that proper alignment, of the linear

accelerator is crucial in reducing activation by spilt beam.

A large effort is underway at LAMPF to understand beam halo

growth at intermediate energies.

If any component that affects the transport of the

beam failed, a fast-shutdown system would be needed to limit

spilt energy to the order of magnitude of the stored beam

energy. The stored energy of a 300 mA beam in flight through

a 1 GeV linear accelerator is about 1 kJ. A localized spill

of this much energy, roughly equivalent to the allowable

distributed beam spill during one second, would be tolerable.

Simplicity of equipment located in the machine

tunnel, use of passive components such as permanent magnet

quadrupoles and radiation-hardened components will minimize

maintenance problems. Electrical and mechanical tolerances

must be carefully determined and met and, if possible,

provision must be made for continued operation with faults.
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(e) Regulation

There is a need to develop a scheme to reduce or

cope with power reflected to the rf source during run-up

from zero to 90% ber».m loading. This could take the form of

a motor--Iriven variable coupler to effect a dynamic match,

or an auxiliary microwave network, or a specially designed

klystron capable of toleratina a bad mismatch. Characteristics

of the target-reactor wil^ undoubtedly require that beam

current be run up slowly over a period of many minutes. The

accelerator control system including beam transport,

structure resonance, field amplitude and phase control, must

be capable of accurately tracking the slow run-up conditions

as well as any fast disturbances,

(f) Target

The target/breeding assembly will have many features

of the Fast Breeder Reactor and benefit greatly from the

latter1s technology. Preliminary neutronic calculations have

48 49 50
been done for the assembly by Chalk River , ORNL , BNL and

LASL . These include basic cascade and multigroup neutron

transport calculations. Only spot verification measurements have

been made on neutron production, absorption and leakage for

targets of simple cylindrical geometry. A start has been made
52

on measurements with more complex assemblies at TRIUMF

Realistic design concepts which take into account

heat transport, non-uniformity of power densities, fuel
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management, radiation damage and materials compatibility

need to be developed before accurate prediction of yields

and ultimate fate of the neutrons can be made. The concept

receiving some attention at CRNL consists of a liquid target

such as lead-bismuth surrounded by a uranium or thorium

blanket.

Conclusions

The prospect of high-power accelerators for

spallation breeding of fissile materials, to extend fission-

able fuel resources into the indefinite future, has been

enhanced in recent years by developments at several research

accelerator installations and by experiments with low-power

100% duty factor linacs. It appears likely that beam spill

can be controlled sufficiently to allow hands-on maintenance.

The linear accelerator technology appears to be well developed

and could be brought to industrial fruition within a few

decades, the time scale required.

Nevertheless, considerable development remains to

be done, especially in injection, low-energy beam handling,

initial acceleration and emittance control of the beam.

Methods and devices need to be developed for handling large

amounts of rf power under a wide range of operating con-

ditions. High efficiency, reliable and cheap MW klystrons

in the 200-600 MHz range need development; none of these
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problems seems to need new technological developments - effec-

tive use of existing techniques will produce the desired

results. Much work remains to be done on the development of

the target blanket assembly.

The cost of fissile material produced by this route

will probably approach $100/g (1980 $'s). While this cost

is not competitive now, shortage of uranium will likely

alter the situation within the time scale needed for

achieving industrial capacity- Indeed, such fissile material

may prove crucial in providing inventory for expansion of

nuclear power at the rate necessary during the next 50 years.
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Fig. 1 Nuclear capacity from 3 x 10 tonnes uranium for various CANDU fuel cycles.

Characteristics were determined assuming 1 year < --reactor delay for cooling,

reprocessing, fabrication and holdup. Fuel burnup (MW-d/kg HE) and the total

energy produced (GW(e).a) for the various cycles are: natural U - 7.5 and 1,800,

Pu recycling - 18 and 3,500 Th - high burnup (0.88 conversion ratio) - 37.4

and 6,900 Th - intermediate (0.96 conversion ratio) - 19.5 and 17,000 self-

sufficient Th (1.0 conversion ratio) - 10.0 and 79,000 (limited by Th supply

assumed equal to U supply).
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